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Chapter 4
Analysis of Site and Unit Plan Options; and Visual Preferences
From Phase II to Phase III, the process transitioned from defining a common vision to
condensing this vision into physical development options for each site. We incorporated ideas
gleaned from resident meetings, model exercises, interviews with community stakeholders and
the CRHA staff and Board to develop alternative options for consideration during Phase III.
Several of the sites presented unique opportunities and challenges such as adjacent vacant
land that could be incorporated into larger redevelopment sites (like Levy Avenue or Riverside),
or could be used to connect the public housing site to the larger neighborhood in strategic
ways (like Westhaven). Two to four options were developed for each of eight sites. In cases
where adjacent privately owned land is proposed for acquisition, options were developed to
demonstrate alternatives with and without the off-site parcels.
During the open-house meetings held on September 23rd and 24th, residents and community
stakeholders were asked to attend break-out sessions to review three different categories
of information:
• Site development options for each of seven sites:
o Levy Avenue
o Westhaven
o South First Street
o Sixth Street SE
o Michie Drive
o Madison Avenue
o Riverside Avenue
• Dwelling unit rehabilitation options for all of the sites (except Levy Avenue) listed above,
as well as unit, common space and site options for Crescent Halls.
• A “visual preference” break-out session to allow residents and stakeholders the opportunity
to weigh in on issues such as single units vs. attached units, streetscape, architectural
character, and preferred site amenities.
Residents and community stakeholders used color-coded stick-on dots to express preferences
for one image over another. At the September 23rd round of break-out sessions favorable
responses were communicated by means of a green dot, and unfavorable by means of a red
dot. On September 24th the corresponding color codes for responses were blue for favorable
and yellow for unfavorable.
A description of the content and findings of the Phase III work follows (broken out site-by-site):
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Levy Avenue
Levy Avenue presents a unique opportunity in that it is a CRHA-owned parcel, but does
not currently house any public housing residents (or any residents, for that matter). The
site is currently used as parking for municipal employees, but its physical proximity to
the central business district, combined with its proximity to a major commercial corridor,
and the opportunity to provide new affordable housing in the community without
relocation makes it a compelling option as a first phase of CRHA’s redevelopment
program. Three options were presented:

Community feedback
Participants appeared to be split on their preferences for Levy Avenue, possibly owing to
the lack of a built-in resident constituency for this site.
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Option 1 – provides 36 units in four-unit buildings. Units are stacked in garden-

Option 2 – provides 60 units in a four-story elevator building. The building as

Option 3 – provides 80 units in a four-story multi-family elevator building. The building

apartment configurations. This scheme is designed to meet current zoning and would

envisioned would be split equally between 30 public housing units and 30 units for

would be split between 30 public housing units, 30 units for persons earning between

consist of 100% public housing in order to serve as a relocation resource for families in

persons earning between 30% and 60% of area median income (AMI).

30% and 60% of AMI and 20 “market-rate” units for persons earning above 60% of

other CRHA housing sites as they undergo phased rehabilitation or redevelopment.

AMI. This scheme would require the acquisition of an adjacent commercial parcel in
order to provide a 1-acre parcel with three street frontages. Although not depicted in
the axonometric, mixed-use space could be incorporated into the ground floor space
on the corner acquisition parcel to take advantage of the corner location on a busy
intersection.
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Westhaven
Westhaven presents a different, but equally compelling, opportunity for redevelopment.

On November 6th, 2009 CRHA held a second dot-preference session with residents

It is the single largest concentration of public housing in Charlottesville (126 units),

of Westhaven. The results of this second session are shown to the right of the option

has the second largest land area (9.9 acres) and is situated in a central location

images from the September 23rd meeting. Resident preference, again appears to be

immediately adjacent to West Main Street. Because of its location, it has the potential

for Option 4. Some specific comments from the October meetings are as follows:

to serve as a major connector between the West Main Street business corridor and the

• The was concern that open spaces bring troublemakers into the neighborhood by

10th and Page neighborhood. It also can help fill a gap in the east-west dimension as a

giving them room to congregate. Make sure the open space is visible from the street

critical infill between the East Main Street pedestrian mall and the University of Virginia

to help reduce this.

campus, connecting “town” and “gown.”

November Meeting

• It is important to give young children playground areas to run around in.
• The community center should be closer to the center of the neighborhood to

Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings
The consultant team also looked into the feasibility of rehabilitating the existing
buildings at Westhaven. Our investigation of a rehab option led us to the conclusion
that rehab opportunities at Westhaven are very limited due to the method of building
construction. Exterior and interior walls are concrete masonry and the floor structure
consists of 6” reinforced concrete slabs. This makes it nearly impossible to relocate

increase the amount it gets used.
• There was concern about the space along the south-eastern side of the site where
the fences run along the tracks—used for cut thru traffic right now.
• There was an interest in making the parking lots smaller and/or more visible to
decrease the amount of hanging out that people do there.
• There was excitement about connecting the neighborhood to Main Street, but

walls or stairs in a financially feasible way. The buildings are equipped with hot-water

residents want to make sure the entrance into the neighborhood from Main Street is

baseboard heat. Since there is no ductwork in these units currently, and there is no

well marked and accessible.

cavity space within the floor to run ductwork, the only way to air-condition the existing
Westhaven units would be to run the ductwork below the ceiling and box it in with

• Residents like the idea of having a mix of some one-story apartments at grade
(especially for elderly residents and persons with mobility issues..

soffits, thereby lowering ceiling heights in portions of living areas below 8 feet.

Community feedback
Participants generally appeared to endorse the more aggressive redevelopment
options (3 and 4). Some residents expressed misgivings about the loss of the direct
road connection between Hardy Drive and Page Street that exists today. Further study

september Meeting

and engineering of the final plan may determine that a solution exists to allow the

Option 1 – consists of 126 units in townhouse configurations. It is the most

connection at both West Main Street and Page Streets. Participants who placed dots

conservative of the four options in that it can be accomplished in two project phases

were roughly equally split on the benefits of rehabilitation versus redevelopment

and can be built without acquisition of off-site properties. Hardy Drive has been

of Westhaven.

proposed to be re-aligned to connect to 10th Street instead of Page Street. A new
community facility is proposed for the eastern half of the site.
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November Meeting

september Meeting

september Meeting

september Meeting

Option 2 – is also a conservative approach to the site, with 88 units in townhouse

Option 3 – requires acquisition of three commercial parcels on West Main Street

Option 4 – requires the same acquisition of three commercial parcels to achieve the

configurations, and a 60 unit multi-story building targeted to a 55+ senior population.

in order to provide a street connection from Westhaven directly to West Main. This

connection to West Main Street. Option 4 pushes the connection to West Main Street

The entire north side of Hardy Drive has been reserved for a linear park, with a

connection was seen as an important goal to connect the traditionally isolated

further by incorporating mixed-use commercial and retail opportunities into the project,

community facility to be located on the corner of a realigned Hardy Drive and 10th

Westhaven site with the larger community.

taking advantage of the location of a major street intersection on West Main Street.

Street. The location of the community facility is intended to serve as a bridge between
Westhaven and the 10th and Page neighborhood.
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South 1st Street
South 1st Street presents another good early relocation resource due to the fact that

Community feedback

it has the most land of any of CRHA’s sites (12.26 acres), of this total land area, nearly

In the September 24th open-house meetings, several residents from South First Street

On October 30th, 2009 CRHA held a second dot-preference session with residents

one-quarter of the land is either vacant (buildable) woodland or open recreation space.

expressed mixed opinions about their preference for rehab over new construction,

of South 1st Street. The results of this second session are shown to the right of the

with one person expressing the opinion that if the units were “cleaned-up” and new

option images from the September 24th meeting. Resident preferences at the October

Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

amenities added, such as dishwashers, washer-dryer hook ups and ground floor powder

meeting can be summarized as follows:

As with Westhaven, the consultant team looked into the feasibility of rehabilitating the

rooms that rehab would be acceptable. This acceptance by residents of rehab as a

• Residents prefer private driveways to the communal parking lots.

existing units. In fact, Option 1 relies upon rehabilitation to provide 54 of the 84 rental

viable option is an important point to weigh against other considerations of introducing

• They prefer the duplex units instead of the longer “bar buildings” that we have now.

units on site. Unlike at Westhaven, where the buildings are built of concrete block and

mixed-income and attempting to de-concentrate poverty on CRHA’s sites.

• They are ok with building eight home-ownership units across the street, but there

slab, the buildings at South First Street would be easier and more cost-effective to
rehab, owing to their wood-frame construction. The heating system at South First Street
is forced hot-air, so ductwork is already installed in the floors, making the retrofit of airconditioning more feasible than at Westhaven.

The positive feedback at the September meetings seemed to split between Options
2 and 3. Analysis of the responses to the dot exercise point to a preference among
respondents to the shorter blocks depicted in Option 2, but also to the provision of a
public open space as depicted in Option 3. One hand-written note on Option 3 asked for

The main drawback to rehab comes in any consideration of creating mixed-income

an exploration of single-family homes on the South First Street site. This desire for a mix

communities. Given the other market-rate and tax credit projects available in

that includes single-family homes would make it more difficult to include public open

Charlottesville and the surrounding area, it is highly doubtful that a rehabbed public

space, since single-family homes would be a more land-intensive use.

housing project would compete well for tenants who currently have other (better)
options. In addition, one of the “first-principles” of mixing public housing with tax credit
and market rate housing is that the units offered to tax credit or market rate tenants
should not look different than that offered to public housing tenants. In fact, the best
arrangement is to have the units “float” so that ANY unit on the site can be offered to
any tenant, regardless of whether they are paying market-rate rents or whether the rent
is capped with public subsidies layered on top. Because of this, it is unlikely for a mix of
existing rehabbed units and new units to work well with income mixing.

was a great deal of concern with building on the ball fields without replacing that
recreation space.
• There were concerns about the types of activities that could take place in Option 2
with all the open space tucked behind rows of houses.
• There were concerns about the large apartment building in Option 3 – too many
families consolidated, and feels disconnected from the rest of neighborhood.
• The community center should be more central.
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October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

September Meeting

September Meeting

September Meeting

Option 1 – consists of a first phase of 38 new units (30 rental and 8 home-ownership

Option 2 – consists of 98 new units of housing in twin (duplex) and townhouse

Option 3 – consists of 68 new twins and townhouses on the southern half of the

across South First Street), and a second phase to rehabilitate 54 of the existing 58

configurations (90 units of rental on the east side of South First Street and eight units

property (60 rental and 8 home-ownership), and a 60 unit apartment building (five-

units presently on the site (one building is proposed to be removed in order to improve

of home-ownership on the currently vacant wooded lot on the west side of the street.

stories in height) with new community facilities in the ground floor of this building. This

the site layout. The existing community center and maintenance facility would remain

As with Option 1, the community building and maintenance facilities would remain

option differs from the other two in the fact that it restores the open passive recreation

where they are currently and be rehabilitated in-place.

where they are currently located and be rehabilitated in-place.

space opportunity that would be lost with construction of new housing on the existing
ballfield. This new open space also allows a direct connection from South First Street to
the creek in the ravine and ultimately to the neighborhood to the east.
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Sixth Street SE
Sixth Street SE presents unique challenges as a fairly large parcel of land (7.3 acres)
with a very low current housing density (3.42 dwelling units/ acre). It also sits in an area
of the city with the highest concentration of CRHA-owned sites. Within 2 blocks of Sixth
Street SE are three other CRHA-owned sites:
• South First Street (58 units) – two blocks to the south-west
• Crescent Halls (105 units of senior housing) – one block to the northwest
• Levy Avenue (parking lot, no units) – two blocks to the northeast
The Sixth Street SE parcel also sits immediately to the east of the Ix Building, a large
commercial/light industrial complex with a large, vacant building on the north end of
the parcel (fronting onto Monticello Avenue). It also sits across Monticello Avenue from
a low-income tax-credit rental development called “Friendship Court,” owned by
Piedmont Housing Alliance (a local non-profit affordable-housing provider).

Community feedback
The community open-house meetings reflected a preference for Options 2 and 3, with
all positive responses to Option 2 and a mix of positive and negative to Option 3. Handwritten notes on the drawings listed at least one person’s preference for Option 2 with
all new units (no rehab), and the inclusion of the 34 unit building on Monticello Avenue.
On October 27th, 2009 CRHA held a second dot-preference session with residents
of Sixth Street SE. The results of this second session are shown to the right of the
option images from the September 24th meeting. Resident preferences at the October
meeting can be summarized as follows:
• Increasing safety is a top priority.
• T here is great concern about increasing density at 6th Street when there are
already issues occurring with the number of families living there now.
• M
 ultiple concerns exist about the level of cut-through traffic, loitering on-site, and
open spaces that are not easily visible.
• F
 irst floor half bathrooms will allow residents to make fewer trips up and down
stairs during the day.
• A
 ll existing units are three-bedroom—need to create units with a different number
of bedrooms in them to allow for variety of family sizes to live in the neighborhood.

• A
 dults that attended the CRHA meeting prefer to keep things much the way they

Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

are, young adults and children that attended said they would like to see more than

Sixth Street SE was built at around the same time as three other public housing sites

just rehab changes.

in Charlottesville (Michie Drive, Riverside Avenue and Madison Avenue). All four sites

• F
 ew were comfortable with the scale of the apartment building proposed in Option
#3 because it seemed too large for their (immediate) surrounding neighborhood.

share a set of typical unit plans that are combined into different building configurations
on each site. Like South First Street, the buildings in these sites are all built of wood

The proximity of three other CRHA sites, a large vacant building immediately

frame construction with ducted forced hot air heat. This makes the reconfiguration

adjacent, and another affordable-housing development across the street presents a

of interior spaces, adding on to create larger spaces and the retrofit of central air

unique opportunity to look at Sixth Street SE in the context of a larger neighborhood

conditioning all relatively feasible. As such, two of the three options envisioned for Sixth

transformation. This larger plan, while outside the scope of this master plan study, is

Street SE incorporate rehab into the mix.

touched-upon in greater depth in Chapter Six.
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October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

Option 1 – proposes to rehabilitate the existing 25 public housing units and

Option 2 – proposes the same rehabilitation of 25 units in the existing structures, with

Option 3 – proposes 26 new twin (duplex) units in 13 buildings, and a new 34 unit

community building in their current locations.

the addition of 15 new public housing rental units on currently vacant street frontage on

rental building for a total of 60 units. Community facilities would be included in the

the south and north ends of the property and a new community room added onto the

ground floor of the 34 unit building.

northernmost rehabbed building.
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Michie Drive
Michie Drive is a relatively small parcel, tucked into a dead-end street consisting of a
privately-owned affordable rental complex (Hearthwood), and the main office of Region
Ten, a local social services and counseling agency. The remainder of the surrounding
neighborhood is dominated by “big-box” retail centers and auto-dominated streets. This
makes for a very limited “neighborhood” for anyone who does not have access to a car.

Community feedback
The community open-house meetings reflected a preference for Option 4, with a
scattering of positive responses for the other options. Particularly interesting is the
split in positive responses between Options 1 and 3, since Option 1 is a rehab scheme
and Option 3 is all new. The pattern, to the extent that one can be extrapolated from
the responses, seems to indicate a desire for the equity of either all rehabbed units
or all new.
The proximity of auto-dependent retail and other social-service and affordable housing
complexes nearby to this site suggests less potential for a successful mixed-income
development at this site. Significant improvements to the living-conditions of residents
of Michie Drive can be made; however, by re-connecting this small site to a larger
network of pedestrian trails and connections. For instance, CRHA has been negotiating
with the developer of the adjacent Whole Foods property to obtain a staircase and
pedestrian access directly to this site from Michie Drive. Another potential amenity
exists across the street with a planned trail along Meadow Creek to open space to the
northeast of Michie Drive.

Option 1 – proposes to rehabilitate the existing 23 public housing units in their
current locations.
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Option 2 – proposes to rehabilitate the existing 23 public housing units and add three

Option 3 – proposes twenty-six new units in four buildings, symmetrically arranged

Option 4 – proposes a higher-density 50-unit arrangement, with parking pushed to

new units in a small building fronting onto Michie Drive. The parking lot access drives

around a central parking court and open space.

the sides of the site. This allows the majority of the units to share a “mews” or common

would be reconfigured to allow the new building to be placed in the center of the Michie
Drive street frontage.

public pedestrian space.
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Madison Avenue

October Meeting

Madison Avenue is a small enclave of duplex houses at the end of a dead-end

On October 30th, 2009 CRHA held a second dot-preference session with residents of

street. The surrounding neighborhood is dominated by the Burley Middle School and

Madison Avenue. The results of this second session are shown to the right of the option

Washington Park. The remainder of the neighborhood consists of stable, desirable

images from the September round of meetings. Resident preferences at the October

residential streets. All of the units in the existing Madison Avenue project are 2

meeting can be summarized as follows:

bedroom units. Residents of Madison Avenue generally report that they are satisfied
with the development and the surrounding neighborhood. Nearby Preston Avenue
provides access to public transportation.

• S
 everal residents preferred Option 4 with the new street layout and houses on both
sides.
• T here are concerns with the green/open space being behind all the houses and
less visible from the street in Option 2.

Community feedback

• In previous meetings, other residents have expressed concerns with adding more

The community feedback voiced at the September open-house meetings showed a

families to the street because they prefer the level of calm and quiet that they

split between those who preferred the modest, rehab-intensive Option 1 and the most

currently have at the end of the cul-de-sac.

aggressive change depicted in Option 4. Among those who preferred Option 4, there
was a voice for moving children’s play facilities closer to the center of the development.

• R
 esidents preferred private driveways to the communal parking lots and prefer the

October Meeting

playgrounds/community center space to be central to the neighborhood instead of
off to one side.
• O
 ption 3 appeared to residents to be too much like other public housing sites, and
residents at Madison seem to prefer the look of single-family or duplex units.
• A
 s at Westhaven, many residents like the idea of (a few) one-story units because of
no stairs, but want to make sure walls and ceilings are insulated enough to reduce
the sounds coming through from above.
• M
 ultiple requests were received for front porches (preferably covered) instead of
just a stoop.
• T here was also preference voiced for providing a variety of bedroom sizes on site
so that families can get larger or smaller without having to move to another site.
(currently all units at Madison Avenue are 2 bedroom.)

Option 1 – proposes to rehabilitate the existing 18 units and add five new units by
adding one unit onto an existing duplex (on the west side of the property) and building
two new duplexes on the east end of the property. A new playground and a better
pedestrian connection to the Washington Park are included (proposed site amenities
are the same in all four options).
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October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

Option 2 – proposes to demolish the existing crescent-shaped array of duplexes and

Option 3 – proposes a higher-density of 36 units by building new buildings

Option 4 – proposes an even higher unit density of 46 units by bending the dead-end

building 20 new duplex units along the existing dead-end street.

perpendicular to Madison Avenue.

road to create a double-loaded street frontage.
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Riverside Avenue
Riverside, like Madison Avenue, is another small enclave of duplex houses. Also like

October Meeting

• O
 ption 1 was split between youth and grownups: youth were more in favor of a

Madison, residents generally express satisfaction with living at Riverside. The main

change to the neighborhood and found Option 1 boring, grownups would be content

drawback to this site, aside from maintenance issues, is the fact that all of the houses

with the rehab option as long as the rehab was able to comprehensively transform

look exactly the same as each other, and also look extremely similar to most of the

both interiors and exteriors.

other CRHA properties in Charlottesville.

• O
 ption 4 was unanimously viewed as too dense (residents prefer the open space
available in option 3).

Community feedback
The community feedback from the September meeting was nearly unanimous in

• B
 etter laundry access and at least a half bathroom on the first floor were also
unanimous requests.

support of Option 3. One written comment asked that the consultant team look at

• T here is a need for more storage space – both inside and outside the units.

providing additional single family homes across Riverside Avenue from the site if the

• R
 esidents would like to see more of a covered front porch instead of the concrete

acquisition of the land behind Riverside proves to not be feasible.
On October 30th, 2009 CRHA held a second dot-preference session with residents
of Riverside Avenue. The results of this second session are shown to the right of the

stoop.
• T here is also a preference for smaller, individual parking spaces as opposed to

October Meeting

larger communal parking lots.

option images from the September round of meetings. Resident preferences at the
October meeting can be summarized as follows:
• O
 ption 3 was the favorite of most residents at the October meeting. They like the
idea of the new loop road and adding some single-family houses to the mix so
everything’s not a duplex. They also want to increase accessibility with one-story
units, but are concerned about potential noise from upstairs neighbors (similar
comments to Westhaven and Madison Avenue).
• If space became an issue, residents would prefer to have a community room onsite
instead of a community garden. They would want the community room and play
areas to be centrally located for optimum use. They do not want to get rid of the
playground areas altogether as presented in Option 2.

Option 1 – proposes to rehabilitate the existing 16 units in-place. A new playground
would be built in-place of the existing playground, and a community garden would
replace the existing ½ court outdoor basketball court.
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October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

October Meeting

Option 2 – to rehabilitate the existing 16 units in-place and infill the open lots

Option 3 – proposes the CRHA purchase or partner with the owner of a currently

Option 4 – proposes the same purchase or partnering, and the same new road

with four new duplex units. A new playground would be built in-place of the existing

vacant parcel to the west of Riverside to construct a loop street and build twenty-five

configuration as in Option 3, but the unit count would be boosted from 25 to 37 units

playground, and a community garden would replace the existing ½ court outdoor

new single and duplex units. Community open space would fill the center of the new,

with the addition of twelve units in the middle of the consolidated site parcel. A garden

basketball court.

larger site with a new park, playground and garden.

would be provided in the open land on the south side of the parcel, behind the houses
that front onto the loop street.
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Crescent Halls
Crescent Halls presents a different kind of challenge than the family sites. Due to

Community feedback

its size and construction type the consultant team looked upon Crescent Halls from

The community feedback to these plans was heavily in favor of adding a new entry from

the outset as a rehab project and not a redevelopment. As such, the design effort at

Monticello Avenue and creating a two-story lobby. Participants also favored the more

Crescent Halls explored ways to improve the existing building and its site to make it

transformative unit rehabilitation option “B” over the more conservative option “A.”

more marketable to seniors and to make living environment better for those
living in it.

On October 30th, 2009 CRHA held a second dot-preference session with residents of
Crescent Halls. The results of this second session are shown to the right of the option

Options for Crescent Halls were presented as part of the “unit plans” break-out session.

images from the September round of meetings. Resident preferences at the October

The consultant team presented a design option for a new entry and lobby space to allow

meeting can be summarized as follows:

residents direct access onto Monticello Avenue. This idea had first been discussed

• T here was consistency with the September comments in residents preferring the

with residents in the July round of meetings. Public space improvements depicted also

Option B unit plan improvements over Option A. The ability for guests to use the

included opening windows from the current community room onto the breezeway and

bathroom without walking through bedrooms was key. In the two bedroom units,

adding a mural to the opposite wall of the breezeway to make this outdoor space more

residents liked the idea of separating the two bedrooms for greater privacy.

usable and attractive. Exterior improvements included creating a more private and

• R
 esidents liked the idea of bringing shops/services into the building, and making

attractive outdoor space adjacent to the breezeway and community room by visually

improvements to the community center, computer lab and nursing clinic. Many

screening it from Monticello Avenue. Currently this space is underutilized by residents.

would like to see a gym added to the first floor.

This may be in part due to the fact that it sits below the grade level of the sidewalk on

• T hey like the idea of having a lobby entrance off of Monticello Avenue so long as the

Monticello Avenue with no visual barriers between the open space and the sidewalk

new door is swipe access only and can be watched by a door-greeter like the front

(causing persons using the outdoor space to feel “on-display” from the street).

door now.

Two different unit plan options, labeled “A” and “B” were presented. Unit option “A” was

• T he only major concern expressed at the October meeting was about the “activity

a more conservative rehab approach, with modest changes to unit interior layouts to

green” area between the building and Monticello Avenue – residents were worried

create wider bedrooms and ADA-compliant kitchens. Option “B” took a more aggressive

about congregating seniors at the base of the hill, and having them be a target for

approach to interior layout. For instance, in the one-bedroom unit plan “B”, the single

any trouble passing by on foot or in cars. They do not want to feel vulnerable or

bathroom is reconfigured to allow access to the bathroom directly from a common

exposed while spending time outside.

space (rather than through the bedroom). In the two-bedroom option “B” the bedrooms
are split to either side of a central living and dining space (as opposed to the current
arrangement of bedrooms sharing a common wall.

October Meeting
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October Meeting
October Meeting

October Meeting
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Visual Preferences
The third break-out session was called “visual-preferences.” It was a more looselystructured session in which participants got to comment on images of different
housing types, site amenities, community facilities and streetscapes. Participants in
these sessions commented on things they liked or did not like from among the images
presented on the walls.
• O
 verall, there was a preference by residents for single and duplex housing
arrangements over denser housing prototypes. This was due to concerns about
excessive noise and loss of privacy in denser attached-home communities.
• T here was also a preference for individual trash management and house-by-house
pick-up over dumpsters.
• M
 any residents felt that houses should face public streets as opposed to some of
the current CRHA sites where housing faces common open spaces, pedestrian
walks or parking lots.
• There was a desire for more storage space inside and outside the units.
• T here was strong support among participants for having computer centers and
daycare in the rehabbed or redeveloped sites, with some support also for indoor
meeting space (especially if it is “flexible” space), and recreation spaces like
gymnasiums.
• O
 utdoor public spaces receiving support from participants included nature trails
and front-yard gardens, with especially strong support for playgrounds, public sitting
areas and private backyard space (fenced).

p r ef er ences
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